Power consumption has become one of the biggest challenges in high-performance microprocessor design. The rapid increase in the complexity and speed of each new CPU generation is outstripping the benefits of voltage reduction and feature size scaling. Designers are thus continuously challenged to come up with innovative ways to reduce power, while trying to meet all the other constraints imposed on the design. This paper presents an overview of the issues related to power consumption in the context of Intel CPUs. The main trends that are driving the increased focus on design for low power are described. System and benchmarking issues, and sources of power consumption in a high-performance CPU are briefly described. Techniques that have been tried on real designs in the past are described. The role of CAD tools and their limitations in this domain will also be discussed. In addition, areas that need increased research focus in the future are also pointed out.
INTRODUCTION
Permission to make digital/hard copy of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage, the copyright notice, the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of ACM, Inc. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. The aim of this paper is to highlight the key issues associated with design for low power in this domain. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 motivates the need for low power and shows the historical trends with respect to power consumption. It also explains some metrics associated with CPU power that are of interest from the system's perspective. In Section 3, the power consumption of a recent CPU is broken down by circuit type. This power breakdown provides a quantitative basis for judging the effectiveness of different power reduction techniques. Section 4 presents an overview of the techniques that have been used in the past. Among these, voltage scaling has been the primary weapon in the battle against power consumption. But it is shown that the limitations of this approach get amplified as technology pushes towards smaller geometries. Thus, it is also important to incorporate power as a design metric at all levels of the design process, and examples from the domains of circuit, logic, CAD tools and software are presented. Section 5 concludes with a discussion of directions that need increased research focus in the future in order to deal with the power challenge. Figure 1 shows the power consumption for Intel CPUs. The Xaxis shows the technology generation and the Y-axis the maximum power consumption. As indicated by the dashed line in the main part of the curve, power consumption has been increasing for each new CPU generation. The points to the side of the main curve indicate newer versions of each processor family. These are implemented in newer semiconductor processes with smaller geometries than the lead processor in that family. 
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Smaller feature sizes in conjunction with lower supply voltages lead to lower power consumption in the newer versions. However, moving to a new CPU generation in the same process is associated with an increase in the power consumption.
Why is this cause for concern? The reason is that increased power consumption directly impacts CPU and system cost. This cost has two components. The first is thermal cost, which is associated with keeping the devices below the specified operating temperature limits. Maintaining the integrity of packaging at higher temperatures also requires expensive solutions. The second component of the cost of power consumption is the cost of power delivery, Le., the on-chip, onpackage, and on-board decoupling capacitances and interconnect associated with the power distribution network.
Increased power consumption at lower voltages increases the magnitude of the current drawn by the CPU. In addition, today's design trends are such that the variability in the amount of current drawn from cycle to cycle is also increasing. These factors combine to make resistive and inductive noise a big problem. Dealing with this is becoming increasingly costly. gives an idea of the range of dollar amounts associated with the above costs for different system components. As can be seen, when the CPU power is in the 35-40W range, the cost of each additional Watt goes above $1/W per chip. An interesting observation is that the power cost of the other system components (DRAM, chipsets, graphics) is on a steeper curve than the CPU. This is because the spatial layout of today's system chassis designs is such that these components are harder to cool. This is likely to change with new designs, further increasing the relative importance of the CPU power cost.
CPU activity is a new design attribute that is needed for power estimation as well as for the choice of power savings techniques. What kind of tests must be used to characterize this activity? They have to come from traces of real applications. But power dissipation inside a CPU is a complex scenario. Figure 3 shows the need for defining multiple power specifications in this regard, using illustrative power traces. Figure 3 : CPU power terminology For each of the power components discussed above, a different trace may be needed in order to capture the desired nature of the CPU activity. Generating these traces for today's complex CPUs is itself a challenge. Another challenge is to translate these traces into test vectors for RTL and schematic power estimation. Since real traces are usually millions of clock cycles long, selection and compression are required. The selectiodcompression must ensure that the characteristics of an application trace that track a given power component (viz.
worst-case, average, etc.) are maintained. Figure 4 : Power breakdown in a high-performance CPU Figure 4 shows the power breakdown for a recent highperformance CPU, as obtained by detailed switch-level power simulation. As can be seen, the clock is the largest power consuming component. This includes the clock generator, the clock drivers, the clock distribution tree, the latches, and the clock loading due to all the clocked elements. The clock loading is actually the largest component of clock power. As shown in Figure 5 , even a simple latch presents a certain amount of capacitive load to the clock network (gate capacitance of 4 clocked devices in this example). This capacitance switches on every clock tick, causing significant power consumption even when the data inputs have low activity factor (AF), or are even totally stable (AF = 0). Latch Data AF Figure 5 : Power consumption in latches After the clock, the datapath is the highest power consumer. This includes the large execution units, buses and the register files on the die. The datapath circuits in high-performance microprocessors typically have tight timing margins and are thus custom-designed. Fast and power-hungry dynamic logic is often used here. The power contribution of on-chip memories (caches, TLBs, branch buffers) is determined by the size as well as the circuit and physical structure of the memory arrays. The controller and I/O is usually a small contributor to the full-chip power. The logic blocks that constitute the control functionality are mostly non-critical from a timing standpoint. The logic and physical layout for these is thus mostly synthesized.
WHERE DOES THE POWER GO
POWER REDUCTION TECHNIQUES 4.1 Voltage Scaling
Power is proportional to the square of the supply voltage (Vcc). This makes Vcc reduction as the most effective way for reducing power, and the industry has thus steadily moved to lower Vcc. This trend should and will continue. However, the drive for higher performance is outstripping the benefits of voltage scaling, as illustrated in Figure 6 . The figure shows the power, feature size, voltage, frequency, and relative die size of some recent CPUs. Starting from a 5V part, there was an initial decrease in power when moving to a smaller technology at 3.3V. However, the power came back to original levels when the frequency was increased. The Pentium' Pro with its aggressive microarchitecture, saw an additional increase in power, even at 3.3V and a smaller technology. Figure 6: Power and Vcc for some recent CPUs Another issue with voltage scaling is that to maintain performance, threshold voltage (Vt) also needs to be scaled. At low Vt, leakage power starts becoming a bigger factor 131. A first order analysis, using constant electric field scaling of the process parameters, illustrates this as shown in Figure 7 121. At sub-0.1km feature sizes, the leakage power starts eating into the benefits for lower Vcc. In addition, design of dynamic circuits, caches, sense-amps, PLAs, etc. becomes difficult at higher leakage currents. Lower Vcc also exacerbates noise and reliability concerns. Therefore, voltage scaling alone cannot be relied upon to solve the power problem. Design for low power is also necessary. 
Clock Gating
As discussed in Section 3, the clock is the largest contributor to the CPU power. Reducing the switched capacitance on the clocks will thus have the most impact on total power. A practical and effective way to do this is to partition the clock network and allow only those portions to toggle that are needed on each cycle. This is achieved through clock gating . It is implemented by qualifying the different clock partitions by special "enable" signals. It is well suited for CPUs since it can often be easily integrated into existing clock networks as illustrated in Figure 8 . A regular clock buffer can be changed into a qualifying gate at low area and performance overhead. However, clock gating cannot be used indiscriminately since there are some issues that need to be considered. An important concern is that the disabled block may not power up in time, or that modified clocks may generate glitches. This imposes strict timing constraints on the enable signals and calls for careful timing verification. Functional validation is becoming a greater challenge with each new CPU generation, and gated clocks make the problem even more difficult. In addition to this, at clock frequencies of lOOMHz and above, clock skew becomes critical and every extra gate used to qualify the clock can potentially introduce timing critical skews. Thus, the granularity at which clock gating can be applied becomes a tradeoff against overall clock network design time and complexity.
Another concern with clock gating is the impact on current variations when large blocks of logic are switched on and off. A CPU may be at peak current levels for some cycles, when few blocks can be clock gated. But it may rapidly transition to low values of current if something like a stall of pipeline flush causes a number of units to be powered off. This increases the variation in transient power (cf. Figure 3) . Switching between a normal operation mode and a standby mode, in which most of the intemal clocks are turned off, also causes the same problem.
This is illustrated in Figure 9 for the case of the Pentium' Processor 171. Notice how the differences between peak and idle current are larger when power saving techniques are enabled. Thus, the power delivery system may have to be designed for higher inductive noise specifications, increasing the CPU and system cost. This power supply noise problem will get worse with higher frequencies and lower voltages. Figure 9 : Power vs. time running a real application A wide variety of techniques exist for reducing power at the logic and circuit level in a high-performance CPU. The most important of these target areas which have a large impact on the overall power of the chip (cfFigure 4). Redesign of latches and master slave flip flops, for example, has a large impact on full chip power. Other techniques like transistor sizing, low power logic synthesis, and specific circuit techniques also produce power savings. These are discussed below. 
Power Down Mode Disabled
Libraries
Power savings from the redesign of cell libraries can come from two sources: device sizing and restructuring of the logic and physical layout of cell. Device sizing for optimizing switching energy vs. delay, ensures that the libraries are designed with power "in mind". Figure 10 shows a power vs. delay curve for two different standard cell libraries. The transistor sizes in Library 1 have been optimized for minimum delay as a target. If one were to change the optimization criteria of transistor sizes to that of energy and delay, one would get a lower power library (Library 2). For Library 2, the delay penalty is small but the power reduction is greater, since the original library was in the steep non-optimal part of the curve. It has been seen in practice, that this extra delay can often be absorbed during circuit design, especially for non-critical paths. One can, therefore, get the same performance with Library2 and still have overall lower power.
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Min. delay The second way to optimize a cell library is to change the schematics of the most commonly used and most power hungry cells in the design. These typically consist of latches and master slave flip flops since these have clock nodes which switch on every clock edge. Figure 12 shows an example of latch redesign that gets rid of clock nodes while still maintaining functionality and performance. Table 1 shows results for some circuits where some sequential cells were replaced with more efficient ones. As can be seen, a small amount of redesign effort on some selected cells can have a significant power impact. 
Power-Delay Curves and Automated Transistor Sizing
As discussed in Section 3, a large part of high-performance CPUs is typically custom designed. These designs typically involve manual tweaking of transistors to upsize drivers in critical paths. If too many transistors are upsized unnecessarily, certain designs can lie on the steep part of a circuit's powerdelay curve. In addition, the choice of logic family used, e.g. static vs. dynamic logic, can also greatly influence the circuit's power consumption. Figure 13 illustrates these scenarios for a 32-bit adder. Suppose a designer has the data shown in the figure at hidher disposal. Knowledge of where in the powerdelay curve the circuit lies can tell the designer whether he/she can trade a little performance for a larger power savings. In this example, 69% total savings can be gained by transistor sizing and going from domino to static. There is a 23% delay penalty. This extra delay penalty may be overcome by upsizing adjacent blocks at a much less power penalty and still end up with an overall power benefit. Experiments with this methodology have yielded 10% power savings with no delay increase in several circuits. CAD tools that enable this kind of logic and circuit design exploration for custom circuits can thus have a significant impact at the full-chip level. The traditional emphasis on performance often leads to overdesign that is wasteful for power. An emphasis on power, however, motivates identification of such sources of power wastage. An example of this is paths that are designed faster than they ultimately need to be. For synthesized blocks, such paths can be automatically downsized by the synthesis tool. For manually designed blocks, on the other hand, downsizing may not always get done. Automated downsizing tools can thus have a big impact. Transistor width savings (with no delay increase) from the use of one such tool are shown in Table 2 . The benefit of such tools is power savings, as well as productivity enhancement for manual designs. 
Low Power Logic Synthesis
A lot of the CAD research in low power has been in the area of low power logic synthesis. Technology dependent phases of synthesis [8, 10] are particularly suited for practical applications, since they have access to low-level circuit information. It is possible to save power with these methods, even when they are constrained to not increase the delay of the circuit. Table 3 shows the results of applying these techniques on a couple of sample circuits from a high-performance CPU. Column 2 shows the power savings when only the combinational part of the circuit is allowed to be changed. Column 3 shows the results when the sequential elements are also allowed to be changed. The area impact is low (Column 5) and there is no increase in delay. The results show -10% power savings for synthesized blocks, but this translates into only 1% full-chip power savings. This is because only 10% of total power is from synthesized logic for CPUs such as the one whose power breakdown was shown in Figure 4 . It is pertinent to note that the system power consumption problem also encompasses chipsets, Le., devices such as the memory, I/O, and graphics controllers. These operate at a fraction of the CPU clock frequency, and large portions of these are well-suited to be implemented as ASICs. Low power synthesis thus has a much larger impact in this domain.
Specific Circuit Level Techniques
In addition to the techniques described above, specific optimizations on individual circuits can be done to reduce power. Besides the power, area, and delay impact, the use of such ideas depends on factors such as design complexity, schedule impact, noise and reliability issues, etc. A detailed discussion of this class of ideas is beyond the scope of this paper. However, an illustrative example for a domino multiplexer is shown in Figure 14 and is discussed below. In this circuit, at least one of SeZA, SeZB, SeZC is high every cycle. The data inputs A#, B#, C# are mostly high (A,B,C have very low signal probability). In this situation, all the capacitance associated with the data nodes toggles almost every cycle. This total capacitance is almost 3 times that associated with the clocked nodes. Consequently, when the polarity of the data inputs is changed, as shown on the right, large power savings are seen. The use of a related idea on a large logic block in a recent CPU resulted in an estimated 3% full-chip power savings.
System Power Management
The interaction of the CPU with the rest of the system also provides avenues for reducing average power. Often the CPU is waiting for inputs from peripherals and its power is being wasted. To reduce this waste, CPUs are now provided with a hierarchy of power states. Each state defines a certain level of activity on the CPUs and a certain time penalty for it to get back into a fully active state. Memory and 1/0 devices often also have similar power states. It is the system power management mechanism that monitors the system activity and enforces the movement of the system components between different power states [4] .
System power management has its roots in mobile systems. However, EPA requirements under the Energy Star program motivated the migration of these techniques to desktop systems. A recent development in this area is a cross-company initiative called ACPI (Advanced Configuration & Power Interface) [ 
11.
The recognition of the need to eliminate wasted power ensures that system power management will continue to be an area of high interest and active development.
Software Based Power Reduction
Traditionally the focus on low power design has been purely hardware based. This tends to ignore the fact that it is the software that executes on a CPU that determines its power consumption. The software perspective on power consumption has been the subject of recent work [9] . Here a detailed instruction-level power model of the Inte1486DX2 was built. The impact of software on the CPU's power and energy consumption, and software optimizations to reduce these were studied. An important conclusion from this work was that in complex CPUs like the 486DX2, software energy and performance track each other, Le., for a given task, a faster program implementation will also have lower energy. This is because the CPU power consumption is dominated by a large cost factor (clocks, caches, etc.) that for the most part, does not vary much from one cycle to the other.
There are some issues when this work is extended to recent CPUs. First, multiple-issue and out-of-order execution mechanisms make it hard to model power on a "per instruction" basis, and more complex power models are required. Also, increased use of clock gating implies that there is greater variation in power consumption from cycle to cycle. However, it is expected that the relationship between software energy and power that was observed before will continue to hold. In any case, it is important to realize that software directly impacts energylpower consumption, and thus it should be designed to be efficient with respect to these metrics.
A classic example of inefficient software is "busy wait loops". Consider an application such as a spreadsheet that requires frequent user input. During the times when the spreadsheet is recalculating values, high CPU activity is desired in order to complete the recalculation in a short time. In contrast, when the application is waiting for the user to type in values, the CPU should be inactive and in a low-power state. However, a busy wait loop will prevent this from happening, and will keep the CPU in a high-power state. The power wastage is significant. For example, a 166MHz Pentium@ Processor with MMXm technology draws over 7 Watts in normal operation but only 1 Watt when halted. The Intel Power Monitor (IPM) is a publicly available [6] software analysis tool that monitors system activity to provide information about software that may be wasting power in this and other cases.
CONCLUSIONS
High-performance CPU design presents unique challenges for research in power related issues. Certain directions here need increased research and development focus in the future. The highest priority is to continue pushing the voltage scaling treadmill. However, the technological and design hurdles in the path of using sub-1V supply voltages in large, high-performance CPUs have to be removed. Circuit styles and methodologies suited for low voltage are also needed.
Microarchitectures in today's high-performance CPUs are aimed at exploiting ever-increasing amounts of instruction-level parallelism. Organizational choices and tradeoffs are not made with power in mind. This needs to change and power consumption has to become a primary consideration here, since higher levels of design have the greatest leverage on the overall power consumption. Investigation of the hardware-software interface in CPUs will yield additional avenues for power reduction. As frequencies increase, the number of pipeline stages will most likely increase. Combined with the trend for wider machines, this means that the number of clocked elements will keep increasing. Thus more efficient clock distribution schemes and latches are needed. It also implies that a more aggressive use of clock gating would be required. CAD tools that help in identifying and implementing clock gating opportunities will be useful here. Clocks, high-performance datapaths, and memories are not well-served by existing CAD tools. To have a significant impact on power, CAD tools have to target these domains.
Lower voltages, higher power consumption, more devices, and more clock gating -all these imply that the inductive noise problem will get worse. Increased innovation in packaging and power supplies would be needed to make sure that power delivery does not become the limiting factor for highperformance CPUs.
